The Marvin C. Griffin Papers contain literary productions, photographic materials, audio recordings, and other materials pertaining to Reverend Marvin Griffin, an African American pastor who fought for the spiritual and political freedoms of his congregations at New Hope Baptist Church (Waco) and Ebenezer Baptist Church (Austin).
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Administrative Information
Restrictions on Access and Use: All requests for copying of materials must be submitted to The Texas Collection in writing. Please use the Request Form for Copying Materials sheet. Unpublished materials authored or otherwise produced by the creator(s) of this collection are in the public domain. There are no restrictions on use. Copyright status for other collection materials is unknown. Transmission or reproduction of materials protected by U.S. Copyright Law (Title 17, U.S.C.) beyond that allowed by fair use requires the written permission of the copyright owners. Works not in the public domain cannot be commercially exploited without permission of the copyright owners. Responsibility for any use rests exclusively with the user.

Preferred Citation: Marvin C. Griffin Papers, Accession #3837, Box#, Folder #, The Texas Collection, Baylor University.

Processing Information: The Marvin C. Griffin Papers came to The Texas Collection as a gift from Reverend Griffin on 2011 June 27. The materials within this collection span from 1940 to 2011, with the bulk of the materials dating from 1970-2005.
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Archival Arrangement

Prior to this latest round of processing, an inventory had been completed, but the materials themselves were not arranged according to a previous organizational scheme. The materials are in good to excellent condition.

After reviewing the inventory, the materials were arranged into four series: I. Literary Productions, II. Awards and Certificates, III. Photographic Materials, and IV. Audio Recordings.

Series 1: Literary Productions. 1940-2010, undated

Administrative/Biographical History

Series I. Literary Productions contains books, essays, notebooks, programs, and other materials that show Reverend Griffin's involvement among Texas Baptists as well as his struggle for African American civil rights. Particularly prominent are Griffin's notebooks and scrapbooks that he collected. Topics of these binders include Austin schools, the African American Baptist church, and various church programs such as Sunday School and the radio broadcasts that Griffin led. The materials in this series are in good to excellent condition.

Archival Arrangement

The materials within this series are organized alphabetically according to the type of material. Notebooks have been taken apart, and the individual pages have been stored in the corresponding folders.

Item List

Box 1. Folder 1. Literary Productions: Address: "Directions for Teachers": Marvin C. Griffin: National Baptist Sunday School and Training Union Congress, 1971
Box 1. Folder 2. Literary Productions: Address: "In Pursuit of Maturity": Marvin C. Griffin, 1989 June 13
Box 1. Folder 4. Literary Productions: Address: "Teaching Christ through the Black Experience": Marvin C. Griffin: National Baptist Sunday School and Training Union Congress, 1973
Box 1. Folder 6. Literary Productions: Address: The Empire Baptist Missionary Convention, 1966 October 17-21
Box 6. Folder 9. Literary Productions: Business Cards: Marvin C. Griffin: Ebenezer Baptist Church, undated
Box 7. Folder 2. Literary Productions: Directory: Ebenezer Baptist Church, 1975
Box 7. Folder 3. Literary Productions: Directory: Ebenezer Baptist Church, undated

Related citations


Related records in other Archive collections


Box 27. Folder 1. Literary Productions: Program: National Baptist Sunday School and Training Union Congress, 1973 June 12-17
Box 27. Folder 4. Literary Productions: Program: St. John Regular Baptist Association, 1994 June 6-10
Box 27. Folder 5. Literary Productions: Program: St. John Regular Baptist Association, 2008 June 2-5
Box 27. Folder 7. Literary Productions: Program: State Congress of Christian Workers, 1980 August 11-15
Box 27. Folder 8. Literary Productions: Programs: General, 1953-1971
Box 27. Folder 9. Literary Productions: Programs: General, 1974-1996
Box 27. Folder 11. Literary Productions: Report: Dispute Resolution Center, 2002-2003
Box 27. Folder 15. Literary Productions: Transcription: Oral History Memoir: Marvin C. Griffin, 1975 August 7
Box 28. Folder 2. Literary Productions: Scrapbook: Marvin C. Griffin: Pages 1-10, 1941-1955, undated
Box 29. Folder 1. Literary Productions: Scrapbook: Marvin C. Griffin: Loose Materials (7 of 11), 1940-1986, undated
Box 29. Folder 2. Literary Productions: Scrapbook: Marvin C. Griffin: Loose Materials (8 of 11), 1940-1986, undated
Box 29. Folder 3. Literary Productions: Scrapbook: Marvin C. Griffin: Loose Materials (9 of 11), 1940-1986, undated
Box 29. Folder 8. Literary Productions: Yearbook: Baptists World Alliance, 1993 August 4-10

Series 2: Awards and Certificates. 1943-2007, undated

Administrative/Biographical History
This series contains plaques, ribbons, certificates, and diplomas earned by Marvin C. Griffin. Of particular note is a plaque that Griffin received from Southwestern Baptist Theological Seminary for becoming the first African American to graduate from the school (1955). The materials are in good condition.

Archival Arrangement
The materials in this series are organized alphabetically according to the type of material.

Item List
Box 30. Folder 1. Awards and Certificates: Certificates: General, 1940-2007
Box 30. Folder 2. Awards and Certificates: Diploma: Bachelor of Divinity: Marvin C. Griffin, 1947
Box 30. Folder 5. Awards and Certificates: Plaque: Kennedy-Boyce Award: Marvin C. Griffin, 2007 June 10
Box 62 OZ. Folder 2. Awards and Certificates: Award: Outstanding Leadership: Texas Southern University Board of Directors: Marvin C. Griffin, 1986 August 11
Box 62 OZ. Folder 3. Awards and Certificates: Diploma: Bishop College: Bachelor of Arts: Marvin C. Griffin, 1943 December 4


Summary Information
Photographic print: Video home system (VHS) tapes

Administrative/Biographical History
The Photographic Materials series contains two folders of personal photographs, two folders of slides, and seven
Archival Arrangement

The materials in this series are organized alphabetically according to the type of material.

Summary Information

Media
Cassette tape; Reel to reel tapes

Administrative/Biographical History

The Audio Recordings series is the largest in the collection. It consists primarily of audio tapings of Reverend Griffin's sermons and radio broadcasts ranging from the 1970s until his retirement from Ebenezer Baptist Church in 2011. The materials are in good condition.

Archival Arrangement

The materials within this series are organized chronologically according to the date written on the container or tape.

Summary Information

Media
Cassette tape; Reel to reel tapes

Administrative/Biographical History

The Audio Recordings series is the largest in the collection. It consists primarily of audio tapings of Reverend Griffin's sermons and radio broadcasts ranging from the 1970s until his retirement from Ebenezer Baptist Church in 2011. The materials are in good condition.

Archival Arrangement

The materials within this series are organized chronologically according to the date written on the container or tape.

Item List

Box 33. Folder 1. Audio Recordings: Compact Disc: "Growing Old Gracefully": Marvin C. Griffin: Ebenezer Baptist Church, 2008 September 28
Box 33. Folder 2. Audio Recordings: Compact Disc: "God Gave Noah the Rainbow Sign": Marvin Griffin: Ebenezer Baptist Church, 2010 March 2
Box 33. Folder 3. Audio Recordings: Compact Disc: "The Church Pergamos": Marvin C. Griffin: Ebenezer Baptist Church, 2010 March 9
Box 33. Folder 5. Audio Recordings: Reel-to-Reel: "John" and "Jeremiah", 1961 November 19
Box 33. Folder 7. Audio Recordings: Reel-to-Reel: "Youth Day Speaker" and "Dr. William Holmes Borders", 1962 March 4
Box 34. Folder 1. Audio Recordings: Reel-to-Reel: "An Attitude of Gratitude" and "Youth Organizations" and "Coming of Age", 1969 November 23-30
Box 34. Folder 3. Audio Recordings: Reel-to-Reel: "Revolutionary Troops" and "Bankrupts Before God" and "Ushers' Annual Sermon" and Good News for the Disinherited", 1970 January 18-February 1
Box 34. Folder 6. Audio Recordings: Reel-to-Reel: "Promise of Paradise", 1970 March 8
Box 34. Folder 7. Audio Recordings: Reel-to-Reel: "Woman's Day Observance on Being the Right Size" and "O Come Let Us Worship" and "Dr. J.J. Seabrook" and "Bargaining with God", 1970 May 17-June 28
Box 34. Folder 8. Audio Recordings: Reel-to-Reel: "Sing Unto God" and "Enough is Enough" and "Redigging Old Wells" and "Stop! Look! Listen!", 1970 May 25-June 14
Box 34. Folder 10. Audio Recordings: Reel-to-Reel: "The Right to Happiness" and "King of the Road" and "Seven Wonders" and "Stages on Life's Way", 1970 August 30-September 20
Box 34. Folder 11. Audio Recordings: Reel-to-Reel: "False Faces" and "Taming of the Tongue" and "Eyes that See" and "Be Thankful", 1970 November 1-22
Box 35. Folder 1. Audio Recordings: Reel-to-Reel: "God with Us" and "Last We Forget" and "Seeking Bread But Finding Stones" and "Black Liberation and White Power", 1970 December 20-1971 January 10
Box 35. Folder 2. Audio Recordings: Reel-to-Reel: "All or Nothing at All" and "Liberation and Reparation" and "The Long Way Home" and "Love is Something You Do", 1971 January 31-February 21
Box 35. Folder 4. Audio Recordings: Reel-to-Reel: "Faces Around the Cross" and "Going to Jerusalem" and "Easter Clothes" and "Turned On", 1971 March 28-April 18

https://bayloresarchives.cuadra.com/starweb9/baylorstaff/servlet.starweb9?__pageid=ARCHIVE_FA_Pagename&t__action=62528&__formFrame=mainFrame&__websessionId=1363035494428
Box 45 OZ. Folder 22. Audio Recordings: Audio Cassette: "Wrestling Against Odds": KXL (2 of 2), 1983 August 28
Box 45 OZ. Folder 23. Audio Recordings: Audio Cassette: "Care for the Carpenter", 1983 September 4
Box 45 OZ. Folder 34. Audio Recordings: Audio Cassette: "God’s Highest Priority by Rev. Walker Williams" and "Who is the Lord?", 1983 September 11
Box 45 OZ. Folder 35. Audio Recordings: Audio Cassette: "Who is the Lord?", 1983 September 11
Box 45 OZ. Folder 36. Audio Recordings: Audio Cassette: "When the Body Praises God", 1983 September 18
Box 45 OZ. Folder 37. Audio Recordings: Audio Cassette: "Musical Extravaganza" (1 of 4), 1983 September 25
Box 45 OZ. Folder 41. Audio Recordings: Audio Cassette: "Stairway to the Stars", 1983 September 25
Box 45 OZ. Folder 42. Audio Recordings: Audio Cassette: "Water Turns to Blood", 1983 September 25
Box 45 OZ. Folder 43. Audio Recordings: Audio Cassette: "The Receptionist for God": Rev. McIlveen, 1983 September 26
Box 45 OZ. Folder 44. Audio Recordings: Audio Cassette: "The Evangelist Imperative": Rev. McIlveen, 1983 September 27
Box 45 OZ. Folder 46. Audio Recordings: Audio Cassette: "Revival": Rev. McIlveen, 1983 September 29
Box 45 OZ. Folder 47. Audio Recordings: Audio Cassette: "Revival": Rev. F.W. McIlveen, 1983 September 30
Box 45 OZ. Folder 48. Audio Recordings: Audio Cassette: "Prepare for Passover", 1983 October 2
Box 45 OZ. Folder 50. Audio Recordings: Audio Cassette: "Beating Swords into Plough Shares", 1983 October 9
Box 45 OZ. Folder 51. Audio Recordings: Audio Cassette: "Why God Led Israel Roundabout", 1983 October 9
Box 45 OZ. Folder 52. Audio Recordings: Audio Cassette: "Footsteps in the Sea", 1983 October 16
Box 45 OZ. Folder 53. Audio Recordings: Audio Cassette: "Waves Among Wheat", 1983 October 16
Box 45 OZ. Folder 55. Audio Recordings: Audio Cassette: "The Upper Room": Kenneth Miller, 1983 October 23
Box 45 OZ. Folder 56. Audio Recordings: Audio Cassette: "Four Kinds of Soil", 1983 October 29
Box 45 OZ. Folder 57. Audio Recordings: Audio Cassette: "One Day at a Time", 1983 November 6
Box 45 OZ. Folder 60. Audio Recordings: Audio Cassette: "Circle of Gratitude", 1983 November 20
Box 45 OZ. Folder 61. Audio Recordings: Audio Cassette: "On Eagle’s Wings", 1983 November 20
Box 45 OZ. Folder 62. Audio Recordings: Audio Cassette: "Escape from Jail", 1983 November 25
Box 45 OZ. Folder 64. Audio Recordings: Audio Cassette: "Raise Your Hands", 1983 November 27
Box 46 OZ. Folder 3. Audio Recordings: Audio Cassette: "The Mystery of His Presence": KKL (1 of 2), 1983 December 4
Box 46 OZ. Folder 4. Audio Recordings: Audio Cassette: "The Mystery of His Presence": KKL (2 of 2), 1983 December 4
Box 46 OZ. Folder 6. Audio Recordings: Audio Cassette: "And God Spoke" (1 of 2), 1983 December 18
Box 46 OZ. Folder 7. Audio Recordings: Audio Cassette: "And God Spoke" (2 of 2), 1983 December 18
Box 46 OZ. Folder 10. Audio Recordings: Audio Cassette: "The First Commandment", 1984 January 8
Box 46 OZ. Folder 15. Audio Recordings: Audio Cassette: "A Stolen People", 1984 February 26
Box 46 OZ. Folder 19. Audio Recordings: Audio Cassette: "Sharp Stick or Sweet Spirit" (1 of 2), 1984 March 11
Box 46 OZ. Folder 20. Audio Recordings: Audio Cassette: "Sharp Stick or Sweet Spirit" (2 of 2), 1984 March 11
Box 46 OZ. Folder 22. Audio Recordings: Audio Cassette: "To Tell the Truth", 1984 March 18
Box 46 OZ. Folder 25. Audio Recordings: Audio Cassette: "Bread on the Table" (1 of 2), 1984 April 1
Box 46 OZ. Folder 26. Audio Recordings: Audio Cassette: "Bread on the Table" (2 of 2), 1984 April 1
Box 46 OZ. Folder 27. Audio Recordings: Audio Cassette: "How Is Your Love Life?", 1984 April 1
Box 46 OZ. Folder 28. Audio Recordings: Audio Cassette: "Make an Alter", 1984 April 8
Box 46 OZ. Folder 29. Audio Recordings: Audio Cassette: "To Eat or Not to Eat", 1984 April 8
Box 46 OZ. Folder 30. Audio Recordings: Audio Cassette: "Every Man a King", 1984 April 15
Box 54 OVZ. Folder 31. Audio Recordings: Audio Cassette: "The Broken Pot"; KIXL, 2001 July 1
Box 54 OVZ. Folder 32. Audio Recordings: Audio Cassette: "The Fall of Jerusalem"; KIXL, 2001 August 5
Box 54 OVZ. Folder 33. Audio Recordings: Audio Cassette: "Five Smooth Stones"; KIXL (1 of 2), 2001 August 5
Box 54 OVZ. Folder 34. Audio Recordings: Audio Cassette: "Five Smooth Stones"; KIXL (2 of 2), 2001 August 5
Box 54 OVZ. Folder 35. Audio Recordings: Audio Cassette: "Looking in the Mirror"; KIXL, 2001 August 19
Box 54 OVZ. Folder 36. Audio Recordings: Audio Cassette: "Healing for the Wounded"; 2001 September 2
Box 54 OVZ. Folder 39. Audio Recordings: Audio Cassette: "Giving Our Grief to God" (1 of 2), 2001 October 7
Box 54 OVZ. Folder 40. Audio Recordings: Audio Cassette: "Giving Our Grief to God" (2 of 2), 2001 October 7
Box 54 OVZ. Folder 41. Audio Recordings: Audio Cassette: "The Seed Growing Secretly"; KIXL, 2001 October 14
Box 54 OVZ. Folder 42. Audio Recordings: Audio Cassette: "The Brave New World"; KIXL, 2001 November 17
Box 54 OVZ. Folder 43. Audio Recordings: Audio Cassette: "I Will Bless the Lord at All Times"; KIXL, 2001 November 18
Box 54 OVZ. Folder 44. Audio Recordings: Audio Cassette: "Two Thanksgiving Prayers"; KIXL, 2001 November 18
Box 54 OVZ. Folder 45. Audio Recordings: Audio Cassette: "The Parable of the Good Samaritan"; KIXL, 2001 December 2
Box 54 OVZ. Folder 46. Audio Recordings: Audio Cassette: "Watching and Waiting for the Lord Coming"; KIXL, 2001 December 2
Box 54 OVZ. Folder 47. Audio Recordings: Audio Cassette: "The Future That is Promised"; KIXL, 2001 December 9
Box 54 OVZ. Folder 49. Audio Recordings: Audio Cassette: "When the Time is Ripe", 2001 December 14
Box 54 OVZ. Folder 50. Audio Recordings: Audio Cassette: "A Rose Garden in the Desert"; KIXL, 2001 December 16
Box 54 OVZ. Folder 51. Audio Recordings: Audio Cassette: "Blessed are Those Who are Ready"; KIXL, 2001 December 16
Box 54 OVZ. Folder 52. Audio Recordings: Audio Cassette: "Emmanuel"; KIXL, 2001 December 23
Box 54 OVZ. Folder 53. Audio Recordings: Audio Cassette: "Welcome to the Outsiders"; KIXL, 2001
Box 54 OVZ. Folder 54. Audio Recordings: Audio Cassette: "First Things First"; KIXL, 2002 January 6
Box 54 OVZ. Folder 55. Audio Recordings: Audio Cassette: "Parable of the Barren Fig Tree"; KIXL, 2002 January 13
Box 54 OVZ. Folder 57. Audio Recordings: Audio Cassette: "Parable of the Wise and Foolish Builders"; 2002 January 20
Box 54 OVZ. Folder 58. Audio Recordings: Audio Cassette: "Parable of the Two Lost Sons"; KIXL, 2002 February 24
Box 54 OVZ. Folder 59. Audio Recordings: Audio Cassette: "The Samaritan Woman at Jacob's Well"; KIXL, 2002 March 3
Box 54 OVZ. Folder 60. Audio Recordings: Audio Cassette: "Light in the Night"; KIXL, 2002 March 10
Box 54 OVZ. Folder 61. Audio Recordings: Audio Cassette: "Parable of Children Playing the Market Place", 2002 March 10
Box 54 OVZ. Folder 62. Audio Recordings: Audio Cassette: "Easter Earthquake"; KIXL, 2002 March 31
Box 54 OVZ. Folder 63. Audio Recordings: Audio Cassette: "Parable of the Dragon"; KIXL, 2002 April 7
Box 54 OVZ. Folder 64. Audio Recordings: Audio Cassette: "The Trial of Our Faith"; KIXL, 2002 April 7
Box 54 OVZ. Folder 3. Audio Recordings: Audio Cassette: "Walking with the Risen Lord"; KIXL, 2002 April 14
Box 54 OVZ. Folder 4. Audio Recordings: Audio Cassette: "Passing Through the Waters"; KIXL, 2002 April 15
Box 54 OVZ. Folder 5. Audio Recordings: Audio Cassette: "In the Father's House"; KIXL, 2002 April 28
Box 54 OVZ. Folder 6. Audio Recordings: Audio Cassette: "Parable of the Unforgiving Servant"; KIXL, 2002 April 28
Box 54 OVZ. Folder 7. Audio Recordings: Audio Cassette: "Love is Something You Do"; KIXL, 2002 May 5
Box 54 OVZ. Folder 9. Audio Recordings: Audio Cassette: "Stand Still"; KIXL, 2002 May 19
Box 54 OVZ. Folder 10. Audio Recordings: Audio Cassette: "The Final Judgment"; KIXL, 2002 June 2
Box 54 OVZ. Folder 12. Audio Recordings: Audio Cassette: "Father of the Faithful"; KIXL, 2002 June 16
Box 54 OVZ. Folder 13. Audio Recordings: Audio Cassette: "The Inheritance of Our Father"; KIXL, 2002 June 16
Box 54 OVZ. Folder 16. Audio Recordings: Audio Cassette: "I Can't Stop Loving You"; KIXL, 2002 June 30
Box 54 OVZ. Folder 17. Audio Recordings: Audio Cassette: "I Waited for the Lord"; KIXL, 2002 July 7
Box 54 OVZ. Folder 18. Audio Recordings: Audio Cassette: "The Prophet from Tekoa"; KIXL, 2002 July 7
Box 54 OVZ. Folder 19. Audio Recordings: Audio Cassette: "Sailing Through the Storm"; KIXL, 2002 July 21
Box 54 OVZ. Folder 20. Audio Recordings: Audio Cassette: "Annual Pre-Men's Day Musical"; 2002 August 4
Box 54 OVZ. Folder 22. Audio Recordings: Audio Cassette: "Paul A Prisoner of Jesus Christ"; KIXL, 2002 August 4
Box 54 OVZ. Folder 23. Audio Recordings: Audio Cassette: "The Yoke of Learning"; KIXL, 2002 August 4
Box 54 OVZ. Folder 24. Audio Recordings: Audio Cassette: Dr. Riggins Earl (1 of 2), 2002 August 2
Box 54 OVZ. Folder 25. Audio Recordings: Audio Cassette: Dr. Riggins Earl (2 of 2), 2002 August 11
Box 54 OVZ. Folder 26. Audio Recordings: Audio Cassette: "Called to be Saints"; KIXL, 2002 September 1
Box 58 OVZ. Folder 1. Audio Recordings: Audio Cassette: “Living Beyond the Ordinary”; KDL, 2006 February 26
Box 58 OVZ. Folder 8. Audio Recordings: Audio Cassette: “Escape to Egypt”; KDL, 2006 July 8
Box 58 OVZ. Folder 10. Audio Recordings: Audio Cassette: “Easter Faith in a Good Friday World”; KLOQ, 2006 August 27
Box 58 OVZ. Folder 13. Audio Recordings: Audio Cassette: “Conquering Giants”; undated
Box 58 OVZ. Folder 14. Audio Recordings: Audio Cassette: “Conquering the Giant”; undated
Box 58 OVZ. Folder 15. Audio Recordings: Audio Cassette: “Dec. 29”; undated
Box 58 OVZ. Folder 16. Audio Recordings: Audio Cassette: “Dignifying the Deaconship”; undated
Box 58 OVZ. Folder 17. Audio Recordings: Audio Cassette: “Don’t Let the Devil Get You” (1 of 2); undated
Box 58 OVZ. Folder 18. Audio Recordings: Audio Cassette: “Don’t Let the Devil Get You” (2 of 2); undated
Box 58 OVZ. Folder 19. Audio Recordings: Audio Cassette: “Dr. Asa Hilliard”; undated
Box 58 OVZ. Folder 20. Audio Recordings: Audio Cassette: “Dr. Wyatt Walker”; undated
Box 58 OVZ. Folder 22. Audio Recordings: Audio Cassette: “Everyday’s Birthright”; undated
Box 58 OVZ. Folder 23. Audio Recordings: Audio Cassette: “Faith”, undated
Box 58 OVZ. Folder 25. Audio Recordings: Audio Cassette: “Finch”; undated
Box 58 OVZ. Folder 26. Audio Recordings: Audio Cassette: “First Baptist Church of Tyler”; undated
Box 58 OVZ. Folder 27. Audio Recordings: Audio Cassette: “For Thine is the Kingdom”; undated
Box 58 OVZ. Folder 28. Audio Recordings: Audio Cassette: “Fountain of Life”; John Miles, undated
Box 58 OVZ. Folder 30. Audio Recordings: Audio Cassette: “Get Out and Get Giving”; undated
Box 58 OVZ. Folder 31. Audio Recordings: Audio Cassette: “Get Up”; undated
Box 58 OVZ. Folder 32. Audio Recordings: Audio Cassette: “God Loves You”; undated
Box 58 OVZ. Folder 33. Audio Recordings: Audio Cassette: “God Loves You”; undated
Box 58 OVZ. Folder 34. Audio Recordings: Audio Cassette: “Gift Giving”; undated
Box 58 OVZ. Folder 35. Audio Recordings: Audio Cassette: “God Loves the World”; undated
Box 58 OVZ. Folder 36. Audio Recordings: Audio Cassette: “God Loves You”, undated
Box 58 OVZ. Folder 37. Audio Recordings: Audio Cassette: “Golden Hour”; Rev. N.S. Brown and Choir, undated
Box 58 OVZ. Folder 38. Audio Recordings: Audio Cassette: “Good Works and Fair Wages”; undated
Box 58 OVZ. Folder 40. Audio Recordings: Audio Cassette: “Hillcrest”; undated
Box 58 OVZ. Folder 41. Audio Recordings: Audio Cassette: “How to Worship God”; undated
Box 58 OVZ. Folder 42. Audio Recordings: Audio Cassette: “Inaugural Ceremony taped by Brother and Sister Hawkins”; undated
Box 59 OVZ. Folder 1. Audio Recordings: Audio Cassette: “Is There Any Message from the Lord”; undated
Box 59 OVZ. Folder 2. Audio Recordings: Audio Cassette: “It Takes Two to Marry”; undated
Box 59 OVZ. Folder 3. Audio Recordings: Audio Cassette: “Joseph Holiday”; undated
Box 59 OVZ. Folder 4. Audio Recordings: Audio Cassette: “Keeping Cool in the Heat”; undated
Box 59 OVZ. Folder 5. Audio Recordings: Audio Cassette: “Learning with the Burning”; undated
Box 59 OVZ. Folder 6. Audio Recordings: Audio Cassette: “Little Things Mean a Lot”; undated
Box 59 OVZ. Folder 7. Audio Recordings: Audio Cassette: “Lost and Found” (1 of 2); undated
Box 59 OVZ. Folder 8. Audio Recordings: Audio Cassette: “Lost and Found” (2 of 2); undated
Box 59 OVZ. Folder 10. Audio Recordings: Audio Cassette: “Measuring a Man”; undated
Box 59 OVZ. Folder 11. Audio Recordings: Audio Cassette: “Mere Hymns for Classic Guitar”; Rick Foster, undated
Box 59 OVZ. Folder 12. Audio Recordings: Audio Cassette: “Musical”; undated
Box 59 OVZ. Folder 13. Audio Recordings: Audio Cassette: “Musical”; undated
Box 59 OVZ. Folder 15. Audio Recordings: Audio Cassette: “On Being Uneasy in Zion”; undated
Box 59 OVZ. Folder 16. Audio Recordings: Audio Cassette: “Our Magnificent Calling”; Dr. J. Raymon Henderson, undated
Box 59 OVZ. Folder 17. Audio Recordings: Audio Cassette: “Overcoming Temptations”; undated
Box 59 OVZ. Folder 18. Audio Recordings: Audio Cassette: “Panorama of Missions”; undated
Box 59 OVZ. Folder 19. Audio Recordings: Audio Cassette: “Pastor’s 8th Anniversary” (1 of 2); undated
Box 59 OVZ. Folder 20. Audio Recordings: Audio Cassette: “Pastor’s 8th Anniversary” (2 of 2); undated
Box 59 OVZ. Folder 21. Audio Recordings: Audio Cassette: “Puppet Scripts for Use at Church”; undated
Box 59 OVZ. Folder 22. Audio Recordings: Audio Cassette: “Reclaiming the Souls . . .”; Robert M. Franklin, undated
Box 59 OVZ. Folder 23. Audio Recordings: Audio Cassette: “Refuge from Rage”; undated
Box 59 OVZ. Folder 25. Audio Recordings: Audio Cassette: Rev. Jesse Jackson, undated
Box 59 OVZ. Folder 26. Audio Recordings: Audio Cassette: Rev. Marvin Griffin, undated
Box 59 OVZ. Folder 27. Audio Recordings: Audio Cassette: Rev. Robert Graves, undated
Box 59 OVZ. Folder 28. Audio Recordings: Audio Cassette: Rev. Swisher, undated
Box 61 OZ. Folder 56. Audio Recordings: Audio Cassette: Untitled (56 of 110), undated
Box 61 OZ. Folder 57. Audio Recordings: Audio Cassette: Untitled (51 of 110), undated
Box 61 OZ. Folder 58. Audio Recordings: Audio Cassette: Untitled (52 of 110), undated
Box 61 OZ. Folder 59. Audio Recordings: Audio Cassette: Untitled (53 of 110), undated
Box 61 OZ. Folder 60. Audio Recordings: Audio Cassette: Untitled (54 of 110), undated
Box 61 OZ. Folder 61. Audio Recordings: Audio Cassette: Untitled (55 of 110), undated
Box 61 OZ. Folder 62. Audio Recordings: Audio Cassette: Untitled (56 of 110), undated
Box 61 OZ. Folder 63. Audio Recordings: Audio Cassette: Untitled (57 of 110), undated
Box 61 OZ. Folder 64. Audio Recordings: Audio Cassette: Untitled (58 of 110), undated
Box 61 OZ. Folder 65. Audio Recordings: Audio Cassette: Untitled (59 of 110), undated
Box 61 OZ. Folder 66. Audio Recordings: Audio Cassette: Untitled (60 of 110), undated
Box 61 OZ. Folder 67. Audio Recordings: Audio Cassette: Untitled (61 of 110), undated
Box 61 OZ. Folder 68. Audio Recordings: Audio Cassette: Untitled (62 of 110), undated
Box 61 OZ. Folder 69. Audio Recordings: Audio Cassette: Untitled (63 of 110), undated
Box 61 OZ. Folder 70. Audio Recordings: Audio Cassette: Untitled (64 of 110), undated
Box 61 OZ. Folder 71. Audio Recordings: Audio Cassette: Untitled (65 of 110), undated
Box 61 OZ. Folder 72. Audio Recordings: Audio Cassette: Untitled (66 of 110), undated
Box 61 OZ. Folder 73. Audio Recordings: Audio Cassette: Untitled (67 of 110), undated
Box 61 OZ. Folder 74. Audio Recordings: Audio Cassette: Untitled (68 of 110), undated
Box 61 OZ. Folder 75. Audio Recordings: Audio Cassette: Untitled (69 of 110), undated
Box 61 OZ. Folder 76. Audio Recordings: Audio Cassette: Untitled (70 of 110), undated
Box 61 OZ. Folder 77. Audio Recordings: Audio Cassette: Untitled (71 of 110), undated
Box 61 OZ. Folder 78. Audio Recordings: Audio Cassette: Untitled (72 of 110), undated
Box 61 OZ. Folder 79. Audio Recordings: Audio Cassette: Untitled (73 of 110), undated
Box 61 OZ. Folder 80. Audio Recordings: Audio Cassette: Untitled (74 of 110), undated
Box 61 OZ. Folder 81. Audio Recordings: Audio Cassette: Untitled (75 of 110), undated
Box 61 OZ. Folder 82. Audio Recordings: Audio Cassette: Untitled (76 of 110), undated
Box 61 OZ. Folder 83. Audio Recordings: Audio Cassette: Untitled (77 of 110), undated
Box 61 OZ. Folder 84. Audio Recordings: Audio Cassette: Untitled (78 of 110), undated
Box 61 OZ. Folder 85. Audio Recordings: Audio Cassette: Untitled (79 of 110), undated
Box 61 OZ. Folder 86. Audio Recordings: Audio Cassette: Untitled (80 of 110), undated
Box 61 OZ. Folder 87. Audio Recordings: Audio Cassette: Untitled (81 of 110), undated
Box 61 OZ. Folder 88. Audio Recordings: Audio Cassette: Untitled (82 of 110), undated
Box 61 OZ. Folder 89. Audio Recordings: Audio Cassette: Untitled (83 of 110), undated
Box 61 OZ. Folder 90. Audio Recordings: Audio Cassette: Untitled (84 of 110), undated
Box 61 OZ. Folder 91. Audio Recordings: Audio Cassette: Untitled (85 of 110), undated
Box 61 OZ. Folder 92. Audio Recordings: Audio Cassette: Untitled (86 of 110), undated
Box 61 OZ. Folder 93. Audio Recordings: Audio Cassette: Untitled (87 of 110), undated
Box 61 OZ. Folder 94. Audio Recordings: Audio Cassette: Untitled (88 of 110), undated
Box 61 OZ. Folder 95. Audio Recordings: Audio Cassette: Untitled (89 of 110), undated
Box 61 OZ. Folder 96. Audio Recordings: Audio Cassette: Untitled (90 of 110), undated
Box 61 OZ. Folder 97. Audio Recordings: Audio Cassette: Untitled (91 of 110), undated
Box 61 OZ. Folder 98. Audio Recordings: Audio Cassette: Untitled (92 of 110), undated
Box 61 OZ. Folder 99. Audio Recordings: Audio Cassette: Untitled (93 of 110), undated
Box 61 OZ. Folder 100. Audio Recordings: Audio Cassette: Untitled (94 of 110), undated
Box 61 OZ. Folder 101. Audio Recordings: Audio Cassette: Untitled (95 of 110), undated
Box 61 OZ. Folder 102. Audio Recordings: Audio Cassette: Untitled (96 of 110), undated
Box 61 OZ. Folder 103. Audio Recordings: Audio Cassette: Untitled (97 of 110), undated
Box 61 OZ. Folder 104. Audio Recordings: Audio Cassette: Untitled (98 of 110), undated
Box 61 OZ. Folder 105. Audio Recordings: Audio Cassette: Untitled (99 of 110), undated
Box 61 OZ. Folder 106. Audio Recordings: Audio Cassette: Untitled (100 of 110), undated
Box 61 OZ. Folder 107. Audio Recordings: Audio Cassette: Untitled (101 of 110), undated
Box 61 OZ. Folder 108. Audio Recordings: Audio Cassette: Untitled (102 of 110), undated
Box 61 OZ. Folder 109. Audio Recordings: Audio Cassette: Untitled (103 of 110), undated
Box 61 OZ. Folder 110. Audio Recordings: Audio Cassette: Untitled (104 of 110), undated
Box 61 OZ. Folder 111. Audio Recordings: Audio Cassette: Untitled (105 of 110), undated
Box 61 OZ. Folder 112. Audio Recordings: Audio Cassette: Untitled (106 of 110), undated
Box 61 OZ. Folder 113. Audio Recordings: Audio Cassette: Untitled (107 of 110), undated
Box 61 OZ. Folder 114. Audio Recordings: Audio Cassette: Untitled (108 of 110), undated
Box 61 OZ. Folder 115. Audio Recordings: Audio Cassette: Untitled (109 of 110), undated
Box 61 OZ. Folder 116. Audio Recordings: Audio Cassette: Untitled (110 of 110), undated